Standards-Based Activities for Kindergarten Students

- Using the **Front Page**, identify upper and lower case letters they have learned and/or the letters found in their name. K.1B
- Using the **Sports Page**, locate and describe the sentence under one of the pictures. K.1E
- Using the **Weather Page**, locate and identify the map of Texas and map of the United States. K.10A
- Using the **Community Page**, read together one of the news articles; identify the topic of what was read to them. K.9A; K.10A
- Using the **Education Extra Page**, identify the first sentence in each of the news articles. K.2A
- Using the **Comic Page**, read one comic aloud frame by frame; retell the main event and/or describe the main character’s reason(s) for his/her actions. K.8B
- Using the **Kid Scoop Page**, complete the following activities:
  - Find the title of the page and predict what the page is about; K.10D
  - Identify the topic for this week’s page; K.2A; K.10A
  - Do an activity together; recall the activity. K.10A

**FOCUS QUESTIONS & BLOOM’S VERB:**

*Can the student...* identify letters...retell information...describe sentence parts...comprehend... predict topic from a title...apply knowledge...analyze character’s actions...evaluate purposes and actions?